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8.30 Registration 

 

8.45 - 11.00  

Introduction SERIE DI RELAZIONI SU TEMA PREORDINATO 

Giampiero Ausili Cefaro, Chieti 

 

Breast cancer imaging  SERIE DI RELAZIONI SU TEMA PREORDINATO 

Marzia Muzi, Chieti 

 

Neoadjuvant  therapy SERIE DI RELAZIONI SU TEMA PREORDINATO 

Teresa Gamucci, Frosinone 

 

Nipple sparing and skin sparing mastectomy SERIE DI RELAZIONI SU TEMA PREORDINATO 

Alberto Luini, Milan  

 

Radiation therapy and breast reconstruction  SERIE DI RELAZIONI SU TEMA PREORDINATO 

Luigia Nardone, Rome 

 

11.00-11.30 

Coffee Break 

 

11.30-13.00 

 

Multidisciplinary treatment of  ductal carcinoma in situ SERIE DI RELAZIONI SU TEMA 

PREORDINATO 

Cinzia Aristei, Perugia 



 

Treatment of very young women  SERIE DI RELAZIONI SU TEMA PREORDINATO 

Marina Guenzi,  Genoa 

 

Treatment of  very old women SERIE DI RELAZIONI SU TEMA PREORDINATO 

Lazzaro Repetto, Rome 

Giampiero Ausili Cefaro, Chieti 

 

13.00 - 14.00  

Lunch 

 

14.00-16.00 

 

Treatment issues of HER2+ breast cancer SERIE DI RELAZIONI SU TEMA PREORDINATO 

Marianna Trignani, Chieti 

 

Treatment issues of triple negative breast cancer  SERIE DI RELAZIONI SU TEMA PREORDINATO 

Paolo Pronzato, Genoa 

 

Treatment of oligometastatic  disease SERIE DI RELAZIONI SU TEMA PREORDINATO 

Giovanna Mantini, Rome 

 

Treatment issues of  ER+ metastatic breast cancer SERIE DI RELAZIONI SU TEMA 

PREORDINATO/verifica con questionario 

Giuseppe Naso, Rome 

 

16.00- 16.30 

Discussion & Conclusions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Razionale 

 

Breast cancer represents  of the most serious problems of oncology, representing the leading cause 

of death of women in many countries.  The course will consolidate and integrate the varied aspects 

of the multidisciplinary care of breast cancer of main interest to surgeons, radiotherapists, medical 

oncologists, endocrinologists and cell biologists working in this field.  

Particular attention will be given to the diagnosis and management of early and locally advanced 

breast cancer, focusing on new neoadjuvant approaches, issues related to nipple sparing and skin 

sparing mastectomy as well as how to best integrate radiation therapy and breast reconstruction. 

A very interesting session of the course will cover the current controversies in the treatment of 

ductal carcinoma in situ, where still no consensus has been reached on optimal management, and  

issues related to the multidisciplinary treatment of very young and very old women with breast 

cancer. 

Specific focus will be devoted to the current status and advances in management of hormone 

responsive disease,  of the HER2 positive breast cancer in the different clinical scenarios,  triple 

negative disease in the adjuvant setting as well as in the advanced setting.  

The meeting beyond providing breast radiologists, radiotherapists, medical oncologists, surgeons,  

and fellows with an exhaustive overview on the various aspects (biological, molecular and 

therapeutic) linked to breast cancer management, will provide also them with the opportunity to 

highlight progress and discuss the still controversial aspects with the recognized experts in the 

individual ones. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


